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Journaling is a powerful practice for creating and
manifesting your desires and visions into reality.
As you journal you are running energy through your system,
whether that is allowing what no longer serves you to run
through your system to be released, or whether it is
allowing the energy of your desires & dreams to run
through your system as to embody that energy, both serve
your Soul in deep ways.
The Feminine way of creation is to bring & feel the energy of
what you desire to create into your body. The active process
of journaling is a way for you to that. It also directs the
power tool, which is your mind to align with that which you
desire.
You are the Creatrix of your energetic state, your state of
beingness, therefore, everything is within your power to
create & manifest in your life.
Journaling has been one of the practices that has
contributed and supported the alchemical process of
expanding my purpose, prosperity, profits, pleasure and
positive impact. Creating the world-changing ventures that I
currently run, and I continue to design and scale.
The following prompts are the exact prompts I share with
my soul-sister clients in my Highest-Level Incubators, The
Circle, Millionaire Soul Alchemy & Unleash and personally.

These prompts are part of the continued expansion of my
businesses, my life and my inner elevation and awakening.
And I know these prompts have the power to do the same
for you.
Choose one or two of these prompts daily and utilize
it/them to align with your next level, create clarity, scale your
consciousness, get into the flow of creation, and powerfully
claim your business and life in the way that your soul is
craving, and it meant for you.
Sacred Wealth, riches, abundance & money are resources
that you require to be fully supported in bringing your
Sacred Mission into this world. There are also your
birthright, your natural expression of your SOUL, and the
limitless LOVE that is YOU & what is available to you in every
moment.

Blessings and love,
Alexandra

Journal Into Riches
• What would it feel like if I released the pattern of
struggle?
• What if everything I desire comes from a place of flow
& freedom, rather than hustle & pushing? How would
that change things?
• What thoughts, stories and beliefs do I currently hold
that tell me it has to be hard? What if I flipped all of
these constricting thoughts on their head?
• What rules am I operating under when it comes to
creating & receiving riches?
• What do I think it is going to cost me to create &
receive the riches I desire?
• Do I know those costs are true? If not, what do I know
to be true instead?
• Who have I been told I should be or I need to be to
succeed and create riches?
• When I strip away these rules about who I should be,
who do I know that I am?

• What are my desires & dreams for riches? Why do I
desire them? What pulls me & calls me to them? When
I touch the why does it feel good?
• When I ask my ‘soul’ are these desires & dreams a true
expression of me? Or are they from others? Or are
they from what I’ve been told I should desire? What
comes up?
• Who is this woman that lives this reality with these
desires and dreams manifested? Who is she? How
does she think? What does she know about herself?
What does she believe about life? What does she
believe & know about creating and manifesting? How
does she feel about herself and her life?
• What life does she live?
• Take a moment and connect with her…then ask her
what she desires you to know? What wisdom does she
want to share with you?
• Ask her how she created this life?
• Ask her “what am I meant to be focused on right now?”
• What if I became more and more of her? How would
that shift things for me?
• What do I now know is true about me?

• Ask her “what do I need to know about my power to
help me know that it is safe to be powerful?”
• Ask her “what can I do to claim more and more my
worth & value?”
• Ask her “what is my next income goal, what is my next
level of creating and receiving money?”
• Ask her “how can I open more and more to receiving
this level of support, appreciation and love?”
• Ask her “what do I need to release now to be able to
receive more and more of the riches that are meant
for me?”
• Ask her “what soul desires do I need to say ‘Hell Yes” to
now that I have been resisting and pushing away?”
• Ask her “can I really create & manifested anything that I
desire?”
• As I have access to everything that I desire, and the
resources, capacity, solutions, strategy and
opportunities to bring these desires into reality, what
desires am I meant to be saying “YES” to now?
• If I were running my business and life from the space
of knowing and not fear, realizing that these new
expectation points are automatically mine because I’ve
decided it, what would that look like?

• What does it feel like knowing that all of my desires are
done, that my sacred mission is meant to be in this
world?
• How do I now feel after accessing and unlocking all of
this wisdom, truth and these answers?
• What do I now know and believe is true for me?

As you play with these journal prompts more prompts will
come to your mind and heart. You can use these prompts
for years to come, because the answers will shift and grow
as you do.
Your version of riches is available to you right now, in this
very moment. You job is to align with them, and open more
and more to receiving them. The work is simple, but
powerful.
Savour this new level of your BEINGness, and allow your
doingness to only and solely come from your state. As you
do this you expand your biggest business assets, self-belief,
self-trust, self-worth, and self-love.
All of those states of Beingness connect you deeper to your
Soul-purpose, Soul-power, and Soul-strategy.

I would love to hear how this has supported you and what
shifts occur because of integrating this practice into your
daily life.
This world needs you, needs your gifts, your light and your
Greatness. Therefore, it is your sacred responsibility to
claim and step into your riches now.
You are meant to be part of reweaving this world into a
revolution of love and compassion so that we elevate
humanity.

Blessings and love,
Alexandra
‘When Sleeping Women Wake, Mountains Will
Move’

